
Russia's  Invasion  of  Ukraine

- On February 24, 2022, Russia launched full scale invasion of Ukraine, its western neighbouring
country which was part of the erstwhile USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)

Details:

Why Did Russia Launch Invasion of Ukraine?

- Russia announced that it has launched a special military operation to demilitarise Ukraine as it
indulged in genocide (large-scale deliberate killing) of ethnic Russians in Luhansk and Donetsk
(together called as Donbas region).

- Donbas is located in the south-eastern part of Ukraine bordering Russia with significant ethnic
Russians. Russian-backed rebels in Donbas region have some areas under their control in Luhansk
and Donetsk and are fighting for independence of Donbas region from Ukraine.

- However, Russia did not substantiate its claim of genocide with sufficient evidence.  Hence, the
international community calls Russia's military operation as invasion and stated that unprovoked
military action by Russia is a threat to the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine.

Real Reasons for Russian Invasion:

There are two possible real reasons for Russian invasion of Ukraine.

1. Annexation of Luhansk and Donetsk:

Before the start of the invasion, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree recognising
Luhansk and Donetsk as independent republics.

More than 40 percent of the people in these two areas are ethnic Russians and they form the
largest minority in the Donbas region.

One of the possible reasons for invasion is to annex Luhansk and Donetsk in Donbas region. Both
are industrial centres with abundant coal resources and home to many metallurgical industries.
After the Second World War, many Russians have settled in these industrial centres.

After the breakup of the USSR, many State-owned industries were sold. Elite Russians who were
politically connected took control of these industries. Such industrialists are called Oligarchs in
Russia and Ukraine.

(The traditional definition of oligarchy is a form of Government ruled by a few powerful persons or
families. However, in recent times the term oligarch is also used for industrialists who rose due to
their political connections).

2. Forcing Ukraine to Abandon its Bid to Join NATO:

Another reason for invasion is to force Ukraine to abandon its bid to get membership of NATO
(North Atlantic Treaty Organisation).

Since its emergence as an independent country after the breakup of USSR in 1991, Ukraine has
been making efforts for closer integration with the western world (Europe and USA) and is actively
seeking membership of NATO, a political and military alliance formed in 1949 by western Euro-
pean countries along with the USA and Canada for securing peace in Europe and checking the
expansion of soviet communism in Europe.

Russia is against Ukraine joining NATO as it sees NATO's expansion into its backyard as an
existential threat.

What are Russia's major interests in Ukraine?

Russia wants Ukraine to be a buffer State between NATO countries and Russia.

Russia also wants Ukraine to be under its sphere of influence due to historical, cultural and eco-
nomic reasons.



1. Buffer State:

Ukraine and Russia share a vast border. By not allowing Ukraine to join NATO, Russia wants to
keep it as buffer State between NATO countries and Russia.

NATO's expansion into eastern Europe and its increasing military presence has been a security
concern to Russia as many NATO countries are in its geographical proximity and some NATO
countries like Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania share borders with Russia.

Russia is a vast country geographically and is spread over two continents Europe and Asia. How-
ever, from geopolitical perspective, European part of Russia which is in geographical proximity
with the eastern Europe more important  for Russia.

About 77% of Russia's total population lives in western part of the Ural Mountains (Ural mountains
divide Russia into European Russia and Asiatic Russia). Almost all of Russia's largest cities (Mos-
cow, Saint Petersburg, Volgograd, Yekaterinburg, etc.) are in the western part of the country closer
to eastern Europe. These cities are important social, political, economic, industrial and cultural
centres. Hence, expansion of NATO into eastern Europe heightens the security threat to Russia.
NATO has deployed air defence missile systems in NATO countries like Poland and Romania.
Though NATO stated that the objective of deployment is collective defence, Russia perceives it as
a security threat to Russia.

2. Sphere of influence

Russia wants Ukraine to be under its sphere of influence due to deep historical, cultural, eco-
nomic, and political bonds with Ukraine.

Russia and Ukraine have strong bonds that go back centuries. Kyiv, Ukraine's capital, is some-
times referred to as "the mother of Russian cities," in terms of cultural influence with Moscow and
St. Petersburg.

Modern Russians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians draw their lineage from 'Kievan Rus' a medieval
state formed in the eighth and ninth centuries and included  modern-day Belarus, Ukraine, and part
of Russia.

3. Russian diaspora:

Ethnic Russians account for 17 % of Ukraine population who are living mostly in the south and
eastern Ukraine. Hence, protecting the interests of ethnic Russians in Ukraine is a priority for
Russia.

4. Regaining Superpower image:

Many Russian politicians including President Putin view allowing  the breakaway of Ukraine after
the collapse of USSR as a mistake of history and a threat to Russia's standing as a great power.
Loosing  a permanent hold on Ukraine, and letting it fall into the Western orbit, would be seen by
many as a major blow to Russia's international prestige.

Putin wants to build a Russia-led sphere of influence in Eastern Europe and regain the past glory
of Russia.

5. Western-style democracy threat to autocratic regime in Russia:

If Ukraine continues to develop into a modern, Western-style democracy that would also inevitably
undermine autocratic regime in Russia.

Why Ukraine wants closer relationship with the western countries?

- After gaining independence from USSR in 1991, Ukraine has expressed interest in forging closer
relationship with the western countries announced its intention to join NATO and European Union
due to following reasons.

- It wanted to protect its independent identity which was subsumed under the Soviet rule from 1922
to 1991. Ukraine is the second largest country in Europe after Russia and has a population of
around 44 million (4.4 crores). Many in Ukraine believe that they can enjoy more political freedom



and also economic advancement by forging closer political and economic cooperation with the
Western European countries.

Divided Opinion on forging closer relationship with the West:

- However, the Ukrainian population is divided on forging closer relationship with the West.

- While those in the western part of Ukraine mainly Ukrainians are advocating closer political and
economic integration with the West by joining NATO and European Union, those in the eastern
part of the Ukraine bordering Russia want closer relationship with Russia.

- As a result, the stand of Ukraine kept changing depending on Presidents in power in Ukraine.

- In 2013, the then President Victor Yanukovych, who hails from eastern Ukraine, scrapped plans to
formalise a closer economic relationship with the EU and instead opted for closer economic coop-
eration with Russia, partly yielding to pressure from Russia. His decision led to countrywide pro-
tests known as Euromaidan mainly by Ukrainians demanding closer relations with the EU. Due to
widespread protests, Victor Yanukovych fled the country and parliament voted to oust him and
hold new elections. Petro Poroshenko was elected as new president.

1. Annexation of Crimea:

Russian President Putin who was infuriated by the ouster of pro-Russian President Victor
Yanukovych blamed the West for instigation of Euromaidan protests and as retaliation launched
invasion of Crimea andlater annexed it into Russian territory.

President Putin defended the annexation stating that it was necessary to protect ethnic Russians
and military assets in Crimea. In fact, Crimea was not part of Ukraine till 1954. It was part of
Russia and was gifted by Russia to Ukraine in 1954 due to territorial closeness and to strengthen
brotherly ties between Russia and Ukraine on the occasion of 300th anniversary of unification of
Ukraine with Russia. Through the 'Treaty of Pereiaslavl' in 1654 Ukraine became part of Russian
Tsar (Empire). At that time, USSR never anticipated break up.

However, after the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, President Boris Yeltsin (the then Russian
premier) unexpectedly did not attempt to regain Crimea for Russia during negotiations with Ukraine.
Thus Crimea became part of the newly independent Ukraine.

Significance of Crimea for Russia:

Russia has a critical naval base at Sevastopol in Crimea. After the collapse of the USSR, Russia
signed an agreement with Ukraine for leasing the military port of Sevastopol to Ukraine. In 2010,
the lease was extended up to 2042 through the agreement between Russia and Ukraine.

Sevastopol serves as the home of Russia's Black Sea Fleet. It gives the Russian Navy direct
access to the Mediterranean Sea.

Crimea also has a 2 million population, of which about 60 percent are ethnic Russians. This is the
only region in Ukraine where Russians are in the majority and has the highest number of
Russian speakers.

2. Support to Separatists in the Donbas Region:

Apart from annexing Crimea, Russia also began supporting pro-Russian separatists in the eastern
Ukraine in Donbas Region (Luhansk and Donetsk).  The separatists who were provided military
and financial assistance by Russia declared independence from Ukraine in 2014 and control part
of the territories in Luhansk and Donetsk.

Annexation of Crimea and support to separatists in the Donbas region further strained the relation-
ship between Russia and Ukraine. In 2019, Ukraine amended its Constitution committing the country
to seek membership and join NATO and European Union.

In addition, Ukraine was given 'enhanced opportunity partner' status by NATO, a special status
given to non-NATO member allies. Both NATO and Ukraine began joint military exercises. All
these measures further infuriated Russia leading to the launch of invasion on Ukraine.



How did the international community respond to Russian Invasion?

International community condemned Russian invasion stating that Russia's military offensive vio-
lates territorial integrity of the  sovereign nation of  Ukraine.

In response to Russia's invasion, USA, UK and European Union imposed economic sanctions on
Russia to cripple it economically, and extended military assistance and humanitarian aid to Ukraine.

1. Sanctions on Banks:

US imposed sanctions on two biggest Russian banks namely Sberbank, and Alfa Bank which
account for half of the banking system in Russia.

US Banks and citizens have been banned from having any transactions and processing pay-
ments with these banks.

Sberbank holds nearly one-third of the overall Russian banking sector's assets and is systemi-
cally critical to the Russian economy. Alfa Bank is Russia's largest privately-owned financial insti-
tution and Russia's fourth largest financial institution overall.

On a daily basis, Russian financial institutions conduct about $46 billion worth of foreign exchange
transactions globally, and 80 percent of which are in U.S. dollars. The vast majority of these trans-
actions will now be disrupted as sanctions have been imposed on these two biggest banks.

2. Freeze on Foreign Exchange Reserves:

US, EU and Japan also announced freeze on foreign exchange reserves of Russia parked in
foreign banks. Russia has around US $ 630 billion forex reserves. These forex reserves are in the
form of gold as well as in foreign currencies like dollars, Euros, Japanese Yen and Chinese Yuan.
These are used to purchase Government securities in these countries an well as parked in Banks
there to earn interest income.  Russia cannot access these reserves parked in foreign countries
due to the freeze. As a result of the freeze, the Russian currency Rouble depreciated by around 30
%. To arrest the depreciation, Russia forces energy importers to pay in Roubles as it increases
the demand for Roubles and helps in partly arresting depreciation.

3. Ban on Investments:

US prohibited new investments in Russia by US citizens.

4. Sanction on Elite People:

US also imposed sanction on more than 1000 elite people of Russia and Russian oligarchs includ-
ing former President, Foreign Minister, more than 300 elected representatives. Their assets in
USAwere frozen, and were cut off  from the US financial system. Banks we're not allowed any
transaction by these individuals.

5. Exclusion of SWIFT:

US and EU excluded Russia from SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommu-
nication), an international network for banks to facilitate smooth money transactions globally.

SWIFT provides a trusted messaging platform for banks to send their counterparts very fast and
accurate instructions on fund transfers. As a result of exclusion from SWIFT, Russiawould have to
build an alternative system which would be cumbersome.

(The Belgium-headquartered SWIFT connects more than 11,000 banking and securities
organisations in over 200 countries and territories. SWIFT is regulated by G-10 central banks of
Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United
States, Switzerland, and Sweden, alongside the European Central Bank. Its lead overseer is the
National Bank of Belgium.)

6. Military Assistance:

US extended a security assistance of more the US $ 1 billion to Ukraine.

7. Humanitarian Measures:

US also stated that it will admit 1 Lakh Ukrainian refugees into the country.



8. Reducing Energy dependence on Russia:

Revenue through energy exports finances over 40 % of Russian annual budget.

The US announced ban on all Russian oil and gas imports. UK announced that it will phase out
Russian oil imports by the end of 2022.

European Union is significantly dependent on Russia for oil and natural gas imports. The EU gets
25% of its oil, and 40% of its natural gas requirements from Russia.

As immediate replacement is not possible, EU announced that it will switch to alternative supplies
and make Europe independent from Russian energy "well before 2030".

What are the consequences of Invasion for Russia?

1. Economic:

Contraction in GDP:

Russian economy is expected to contract by at least 15 % in 2022 due to impact of the war.

Inflation:

Inflation is more than 15 % and is expected to increase further.

2. Political:

Russia has been politically isolated by USA, UK, and EU.

3. Military:

Russia expected the military operation to end quickly. It focussed on damaging the military infra-
structure and force the Ukrainian troops to surrender. However, Russian military faced stiff resis-
tance form Ukrainian military forces. Even after 50 days into the war, Russia has not been able to
achieve its stated objectives.

It lost heavily in terms of military personnel as well as military armour. In desperation, it began
civilian areas like railway stations, auditoriums, high-rise apartments leading to death of civilians
and widespread international condemnation. The Russian army has also been accused of war
crimes for killing unarmed civilians.

Cost of Invasion for Ukraine:

1. Refugees:

Russian invasion also led to refugee crisis. As normal life was disrupted and due to threat to
security many Ukrainians began fleeing the country.

Ukraine imposed martial law under which men aged 18 to 60 were banned from leaving the country
in order to defend the country. As a result, many women along with children and old people began
leaving the country for neighbouring countries as refugees.

About 4.6 million Ukrainians (46 lakhs) have become refugees in neighbouring countries like Po-
land, Slovakia, Romania, and Hungary. Poland is hosting maximum refugees (25 lakhs). EU is
providing monetary assistance to countries hosting refugees.

European Union has also granted Ukrainian refugees a blanket right to stay and work throughout
its 27 member nations for up to three years.

They will also receive social welfare benefits like access to housing, medical treatment and schools.

Some of the refugees from eastern Ukraine have also fled to Russia and Belarus.

2. Damage to critical infrastructure:

Russian military damaged Ukraine's  critical military infrastructure and key civilian infrastructure
like airports.

Though in the initial phase Russia targeted military infrastructure, it changed its course and began
damaging civilian infrastructure as the war prolonged. This led to extensive devastation of many
cities like Mariupol, Luhansk, Donetsk, Kharkiv, Sum, etc.



Ukraine offers to be neutral State:

To end Russian aggression, Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky has offered to abandon aspi-
ration to join NATO and accepted Ukraine becoming neutral State if it receives adequate security
guarantees from western nations.

To what extent NATO is responsible for Russia-Ukraine Conflict?

There is also criticism that NATO led by US is responsible for the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

1. Expansion into Eastern Europe:

NATO's continued expansion into eastern Europe from 1990 after the collapse of the USSR and
inclusion of 3 former soviet republics Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania into NATO humiliated Russia.
(These 3 countries share borders with Russia).

Russian leaders, including Putin, alleged that the United States and NATO repeatedly violated
pledges they made in the early 1990s  not to expand the alliance into the former Soviet bloc.

2. Open Door Policy:

Moreover, with the breakup of USSR, as there is  no longer threat of communist expansionism in
the Europe, there is no need to expand NATO.  But NATO followed 'open door' policy and ex-
panded to Russia's borders.

3. In-principle Opening of Membership to Ukraine and Georgia:

Beginning in 1999, NATO has added 14 new members in stages. At the NATO summit in 2008, at
the request of U.S. President George Bush, an in-principle opening for Ukraine and Georgia was
announced ignoring Russia's concerns.

In the weeks leading up to its invasion, Russia made several major security demands for  the
United States and NATO, including that they cease expanding the alliance, seek Russian consent
for certain NATO deployments, and remove U.S. nuclear weapons from Europe. Alliance leaders
responded that they were open to new diplomacy but were unwilling to discuss shutting NATO's
doors to new members.

4. A new Security Framework for Europe:

There is opinion that instead of expanding the NATO after the fall of USSR, US should have
facilitated a new security framework for Europe led by European countries.

Response of NATO on Ukraine Membership Aspiration:

Sovereign nations should have freedom to choose their alliances based on their interests.

Ukraine cannot be coerced politically or militarily to act according to the wishes of Russia.

Additional Information:

Background about NATO:

- The common understanding is that the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) was founded in



response to the threat posed by the Soviet Union. This is only partially true.

- In fact, the Alliance's creation was part of a broader effort to serve three purposes:

1. deterring Soviet expansionism,

2. forbidding the revival of nationalist militarism in Europe through a strong North American presence
on the continent, and

3. encouraging European political integration.

Details:

Soviet Expansionism:

- Communists aided by the Soviet Union were becoming a threat to elected governments across
Europe.

- In February 1948, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, with covert backing from the Soviet
Union, overthrew the democratically elected government in that country.

- Russian Leader Joseph Stalin wanted Eastern Europe under Russia's control to act both as a
defence buffer to protect the Soviet Union (it fought against Germany in World War II) and to
expand socialism.

Checking Revival of nationalist militarism in Europe:

- World War II saw much of Europe devastated.

- Approximately 36.5 million Europeans had died in the conflict. Of them,19 million were civilians.

- It left many people homeless. Refugee camps and rationing of essential goods became way of life.

- The war also led to millions of orphans.

- US launched Marshal Plan (European Recovery Programme) for economic recovery of western
European countries devastated by the war.

- European states still needed confidence in their security before they begin economic recovery.
Military cooperation has to develop in parallel with economic and political progress as it assures
security.

- Hence, western European democracies came together to implement various projects for greater
military cooperation and collective defence, including the creation of the Western Union in 1948,

- However, they felt that only a truly transatlantic security agreement could deter Soviet aggres-
sion while simultaneously preventing the revival of European militarism and laying the groundwork
for political integration.

- Accordingly, after much discussion and debate, the North Atlantic Treaty was signed on 4 April,
1949 which assures collective security.

- Under Article 5 of NATO treaty, an attack on NATO member country will be considered as an
attack on all NATO member countries thus assuring collective defence. (So far, Article 5 has been
invoked once - in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States in 2001.)

- With the benefit of aid under Marshal Plan and a security umbrella under NATO, political stability
was gradually restored to Western Europe and the post-war economic progress began.

NATO Membership Expansion:

- The membership of NATO also began to expand gradually.

- It had 12 member countries when it was formed in 1949:

- USA, Canada, UK, France, Denmark, Belgium, Netherlands, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Luxembourg,
and Iceland.

Cold War Expansion:

- 1952: Greece, and Turkey; 1955: West Germany; 1982: Spain



Post Cold War expansion:

- Germany (1990), Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland (1999),  Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia (2004),  Albania and Croatia (2009), Montenegro (2017)  and North
Macedonia (2020).

- Thus at present, there are 30 member countries in NATO.

Relevance of NATO:

- There is no longer threat of soviet communism. But NATO is still being considered relevant to
deter the revival of militant nationalism in Europe, and to provide the foundation of collective secu-
rity. It would encourage democratisation and political integration in Europe.


